Morphometric assessment of pulmonary toxicity in the rodent lung.
An overview of the epithelial and interstitial composition of rat respiratory airways shows complexity and variability. Airway epithelium varies in 1) different airway levels; 2) the types and ultrastructure of cells present; and 3) the abundance, type, and composition of stored secretory product. Unbiased sampling of airways is done using airway microdissection with a specific binary numbering system for airway generation. Vertical sections of selected airways are used to sample epithelium and interstitium. We determine the ratios of the volume of epithelial or interstitial cells to the total epithelial or interstitial volume (Vv). The surface of the epithelial basal lamina to the total epithelial or interstitial volume (Sv) is determined using point and intersection counting with a cycloid grid. Using the selector method on serial plastic sections, we determine the number of epithelial or interstitial cells per volume (Nv) of total epithelium or interstitium. We calculate the number of epithelial or interstitial cells per surface of epithelial basal lamina (Ns) by dividing Nv by Sv where the volumes are the same compartment. We calculate average cell volumes (v) for specific epithelial and interstitial cells by dividing the absolute nuclear volume by the ratio of the nucleus to cell volume (Vv). By multiplying the average cell volume (v) by the ratio of organellar volume to cell volume (Vv), we calculate the average organellar volume per cell. These unbiased stereological approaches are critical in a quantitative evaluation of toxicological injury of rat tracheobronchial airways.